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INVESTMENT
Deutsche Post DHL:
Making forays in India’s e-Commerce
By Gurdip Singh
When it comes to making
fresh investments, entrepreneurs
globally are placing their bets on
India. One more example in this
regard became evident as global
operators in couriers, Deutsche
Post DHL, or DPDHL, chose
Delhi for its pilot project to
launch e-commerce in Asia
Pacific. Global importance of
India with regards to the ecommerce segment can be
gauged from the fact that several
other cities were also under
consideration for this project.
Deutsche
Post
DHL’s
decision couldn’t have come at a
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better time because India has
chosen Delhi to set up the first in
a series of 100 smart cities.
Moreover, e-retail business is
expanding in India in a big way
as the middle class professionals
increasingly giving preference to
online shopping. Flipkart, which
started as an online bookselling
service, has expanded to virtually
all other items of daily use.
Global online retail giant,
Amazon has set up a dedicated
service for Indian consumers. As
the online retail enterprises are
vying with each other to capture a
bigger share in the lucrative and
growing consumer pie, the
private
courier
delivering
companies such as DPDHL will
be in strong demand.
DPDHL plans to make
India’s capital city a role model
for expanding its services across
the South Asian region. The
service will be launched in the
current quarter. “Our market
study shows that in terms of
online sales, Delhi is a place
ahead of other cities in the
region,” said Malcolm Monteiro,
CEO DPDHL e-Commerce Asia

Pacific.
The Delhi e-commerce
service would be subsequently
expanded to Mumbai and
Bangalore. “We will modify and
adopt the Delhi model suitably in
other Asian cities,” he said.
The service will be offered
through the group’s Indian
subsidiary, Blue Dart Express
which serves over 34,154
locations in the country.
DPDHL and Blue Dart
Express have a strong presence in
India, delivering 400 metric tons
of material every night from
shippers to consumers, or 125
million shipments a year through
its 10,000 personnel working
across the country.
Through Blue Dart, the
company has identified key needs
of India’s top online shoppers –
male,
high-income,
young
urbanites. The company’s 20country consumer survey on
international distance selling,
titled, ‘Shop the World’, has
helped
provide
a
deeper
understanding of the mindset of
those who indulge in sitting-athome shopping.

Foreign Investors on India (fii-news.com) joins the
international business community from 26 January 2015
in editorially working towards Indian prosperity.
India today oﬀers big business prospects and a prime
market. The bi-monthly newsletter and blog will work
towards serving the Indian market and promoting
international businesses interest in India.
~Gurdip Singh and the well-wishers joining Foreign
Investors on India and fii-news.com
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Blue
Dart’s
unrivaled
domestic delivery system and
network capabilities in India
provide the perfect base for
piloting the development of
region
wide
e-commerce
solutions, its managing director,
Anil Khanna said.
“We are working closely
with leading brands, physical
market place sellers and retailers
to help them establish a
sustainable footprint in ecommerce. We are investing in
the
suitable
infrastructure,
including
information
technology, to build the right
model for our consumers and
sellers,” Khanna said.
As such, DPDHL is well
positioned to pilot e-commerce in
India and generate a business
model which can be a template
for the rest of Asia Pacific,
particularly
focusing
on
Southeast Asia.
Given that most Indian
consumers would prefer to pay on
delivery of products that were
ordered online, delivery persons
from DPDHL would collect
payment in cash or through a
credit or debit card-swipe
mechanism, Monteiro said.
DPDHL will encourage our
customers to pay through cardswipe mechanism, a more safer
and protective method, he said.
“We have a ‘Net Promoter
Approach’ by which we are
regularly in touch with our
consumers and aspire to keep up
with their expectations, giving
them top priority.”
Worldwide,
e-retail
is
rapidly evolving. Over the next
five years, the global e-commerce
sector is expected to grow by
more than 10 per cent annually
with Asia-Pacific leading the
way. This region is expected to
soon surpass North America and
Europe as the biggest online
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market in the world,” said Frank
Appel, Chief Executive Officer of
Deutsche Post DHL.
“As the leading logistics
company with an unsurpassed
global footprint, there’s a huge
opportunity for us to become the
world’s leading provider of ecommerce logistics and we
already have the infrastructure
ready in India to pilot our
solutions,” he added.
The DPDHL group is
further investing in infrastructure
and
the
development
of
fulfillment centers and multiple
delivery and payment options as
part of its plan to become the
preferred global provider of ecommerce
related
services
including e-fulfillment and efacilitation.
By 2025, the share of ecommerce in overall volume of
trade will be close to 30% in
emerging markets and 40% in
developed countries, according
DPDHL’s report ‘Global ETailing 2025’.
All countries across Asia
are in different evolutionary
stages when it comes to ecommerce. “We need to adapt our
service portfolio within the region
accordingly”, he said.
India Online
Globally, the demand from
the perspective of e-Commerce is
far ahead of supply. Indian
scenario is the opposite.
“In India, the internet
penetration for online purchasing
of goods is only about 1 per cent.
This means supply has so far
exceeded demand,” Monterio
stressed. It also implies that as
Indian demand increases, there is
a huge business opportunity
waiting to be tapped.
With 250 million internet
users,
Indian
e-commerce
remains underdeveloped and its
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online shopping was valued at
EUR2.3 billion in 2013. This is
expected to grow to EUR4.1
billion by 2018, a compounded
annual growth rate of 12.3%.
According to the ‘Shop the
World’ survey, online purchases
in India are limited largely to
consumer electronics, fashion and
media products with shopping
done by smart phones being the
norm. The main reasons for
online shopping in India are:
overcoming
geographical
restrictions on choice and
unlimited shopping hours. On the
other hand, the biggest negative
for shopping online is the
unknown quality of products. Eshoppers in India revealed
delivery expectations that were
higher than the global average.
Despite the country’s size, Indian
shoppers expect delivery within 5
days compared with the global
average of 6.5 days. Indian
consumers also want detailed
parcel tracking options and free
delivery. The 28.5% average rate
of return of goods also scored
higher than the global average
with poor quality or defects being
the foremost reasons for returns.
The survey also identified
opportunities for growth in the
development of online payment
systems – cash on delivery or
cards being India’s top payment
choice – and in international
sales. The majority of Indian ecommerce is domestic with only
a third of the online consumers
having ordered products from
overseas.
Purchases
from
overseas are set to grow with
more than half of the online
shoppers planning to place an
international order in future and
the United States is their topmost
source of origin.
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India-US: Obama to Address Climate Change
while Boosting Clean Energy Investments
By Ken Hickson
When Barack Obama steps
onto Indian soil for a three day
visit from 25 January he is
expected to make sure attention
goes well beyond civil nuclear
and military co-operation to an
enhanced emphasis on clean
energy investment as well as
reinforce the need for India – in
partnership with the US and
other big players – to play a
crucial role in the global climate
change
alliance
to
cut
greenhouse gas emissions.
Obama’s visit to India
couldn’t have come at a better
time. India is currently grappling
with the sensitive issue of
maintaining a delicate balance
between industrial development
and
agriculture
and
environmental preservation. The
latest ordinance to amend last
year’s Land Acquisition Act to
facilitate
investment
in
infrastructural and industrial
projects is only the latest is a
series of developments in recent
years that reflect the Indian
dilemma to stimulate economic
growth
without
increasing
pollution
and
displacing
indigenous people on a mass
scale.
In a curtain-raiser for the
main Presidential game, US
Secretary of State John F. Kerry
made it clear when he was in
India earlier this month that the
US definitely wants to boost
trade
ties
and
promote
sustainable energy.
US officials have been
quoted as saying that the goal of
the meetings between the leaders

of the world’s two oldest and
largest democracies is to have
“very concrete and tangible things
that we can show forward
movement on when President
Obama and Prime Minister Modi
meet, including on climate
change”. The leaders are expected
to unveil a number of initiatives
to expand research and access to
clean energy technologies.
A couple of months ago that
Coal and Power Minister Piyush
Goyal told a World Economic
Forum conference in New Delhi
that India needs to invest $250
billion over the next five years to
tackle chronic energy shortages
and provide power for its 1.2
billion people. The government is
targeting
$100
billion
of
investment in renewables and $50
billion in transmission and
distribution to “create a national
grid where power can seamlessly
flow”, the minister said according
to media reports.
There are certainly signs that
this “clean energy investment
bandwagon” has begun.
SunEdison and Adani made
an announcement at the Vibrant
Gujarat Summit (on 12 January)
that they would together build and
finance the country’s largest
vertically integrated solar PV
manufacturing facility in Gujarat
– involving a total investment of
$4 billion.
The facility is expected to
produce enough panels to
encourage extensive growth of
solar generation in India, helping
to achieve the target of clean
energy independence.
The Mundra facility will

integrate and cover entire features
of solar panel production like
Polysilicon
refining,
ingots,
wafers, cells and panels along with
a systematic supply chain for raw
materials and consumables. It is
expected that around 4,500 direct
jobs and over 15,000 indirect jobs
will be created during the process.
Vneet S Jaain, the Executive
Director and CEO of Adani Power
said at the time:
“India has
embarked on an ambitious
program to become a world leader
in
power
generation
from
renewable technologies, and sees
solar as a key part in realizing that
goal.”
Such a major investment
certainly starts to move India a
few rungs up the solar energy
manufacturing and production
ladder, which has been driven by
the US, China and Germany up
until now.
The private sector solar
investment is certainly a boost
also for Prime Minister Modi’s
“Make in India” vision that
promotes indigenous clean energy
production.
The evolving partnership
between American and Indian
companies – and the SunEdison/
Adani move flags this trend –
started as the President’s trip was
being planned in detail. Back in
October last year there was a very
fruitful US-India Energy Summit
in Washington which not only
charted a roadmap for an
enhanced strategic partnership, but
marked a major development in
the collaboration between the two
countries
in
energy
and
sustainable development.
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One of the key speakers at
the Energy Summit was none
other than Dr R K Pachauri, best
known for his Nobel Peace Prize
winning role as chairperson of the
Intergovernmental
Panel
on
Climate Change, or IPCC, but
also head of the Energy and
Resources Institute, or TERI, who
told the assembled guests: “For
the first time there is optimism
and an upbeat attitude towards
renewable energy in India.”
He spoke of prospects of a
breakthrough. He said that the
summit
discussions
had
developed several ideas to help
implement the goals of the “new
and
enhanced
strategic
partnership on energy security,
clean energy, and climate
change”.
The
two-day
summit,
organized by TERI, North
America and Yale University,
brought experts from the fields of
energy,
finance,
policy,
technology, climate change and
environment, and deliberated on
collaborations between the US
and India.
One concrete step forward
came when TERI and United
Technologies Corporation signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
to set up the Center of Excellence
on Energy Efficient Buildings in
India’s Cities. This will be set up
at and administered by TERI and
will focus on ways to evaluate
and enhance energy efficiency in
existing buildings in India. This
initiative was made possible by a
donation
from
United
Technologies.
Dr J Michael McQuade,
UTC Senior Vice President of
Science and Technology, said,
“With India’s expected urban
expansion over the next 20 years,
it is imperative that we make
India’s existing and future
buildings more energy efficient.
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UTC’s contribution to create this
new Center of Excellence is a
major step forward in supporting
that mission.”
US Deputy Secretary of
Energy, Mr Daniel Ponemon,
who gave the luncheon address at
the summit’s High Level
Corporate Dialogue, said, “There
are huge environmental risks by
not building environmentally, or
in a way to mitigate climate
change. We have every reason to
act together.”
At the important Gujarat
January summit, there was also
the urgent call and commitment
to act. Terming 2015 as the most
important year, the United
Nations Secretary General, Ban
Ki-moon, stated that it was a
target year to achieve the
millennium
development
goals.The UN boss made it clear
that “we have to accelerate our all
resources and efforts to meet the
target……and
agree
the
post-2015 development agenda
with focus on sustainable
development”. He also said there
must be “a universal and
meaningful
climate
change
agreement in December in Paris.”
“Gujarat is a prime example
of how sustainability and private
action are different aspects of the
same issue. I call on all India’s
business community to lead the
transformation.
We
need
sustainability
and
inclusive
growth,” the Secretary General
said.
Echoing
the
sentiments
expressed by Ban Ki-moon on
climate change concerns, US
Secretary of State John Kerry
mentioned that it was affecting
crop production, economy and
raising the cost of doing business.
“Together we can create an
environment where all companies
play a leading role in bringing
cutting
edge
technology,
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equipment and capital know-how
not just to India, but countless
countries that need this growth
and development,” he said.
It is not that India has been
lagging too far behind in the
clean energy revolution but it just
hasn’t had the high level
endorsement or commitment.
The Asian Development
Bank has supported a number of
key developments in this sector
including the Tata Power Wind
Energy Financing Facility to set
up two wind energy projects in
Maharashtra. They are expected
to reduce GHG gas emissions by
approximately 129,000 tons of
carbon dioxide (CO2) per year
and by approximately 2.6 million
tons of CO2 during the minimum
project life of 20 years.
If the sun shines – and the
wind blows – on President
Obama during his visit hopefully
he will see some obvious signs
that India is moving in the right
energy direction, but it needs
massive injection of funding –
from outside the country and
from the private sector at home –
if it is cut its serious dependency
on fossil fuels and at the same
time deal with climate change
impacts, poverty, food production
and air pollution.
In recent years, nuclear
power projects such as in
Kudankulam and hydro-electric
projects in the Brahmaputra basin
have become target of civil
society’s opposition but India’s
hunger for clean energy cannot
simply be brushed under the
carpet. India has to stimulate
sustainable
growth
without
compromising on environmental
projection and public safety.
India has an advantage that it can
learn lessons from China’s
experiences where growth came
at a heavy expense making it one
of the world’s most polluted
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countries where organizing the
Olympic Games had become
synonymous with experiencing
haze.
Public private partnership
and a vibrant climate of genuine
co-operation between the world’s
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two largest democracies could
well demonstrate to Indians at
home and aboard that peace and
prosperity could be a welcome
by-product
of
sustainable
development and the clean energy
revolution.

Ken
Hickson
is
a
sustainability leader, climate
change action advocate and
champion for a clean energy,
zero waste, resource efficient
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Indo-Japan relations: Moving beyond Delhi
Metro
By Gurdip Singh
India’s trade and economy is
not just about fostering and
strengthening
bilateral
relationships with the US,
European Union and China but
more importantly to ‘look east’
and ‘act east’. Asean countries,
South Korea and Japan are
integral parts of India’s initiatives
in East Asia.
Such initiatives towards the
east are mutual. Japan looks at
India as a leading market with
potential for developing various
businesses
and
social
infrastructure. The Delhi Metro,
which has become a success
symbol
of
infrastructure
development in India and is now
the lifeline of the public’s daily
travel in the national capital and
its suburbs, is the foremost
manifestation of Indo-Japanese
bilateral
cooperation.
This
national icon would not have seen
the light of the day but for the
generous soft loans from Japan’s
Bank
for
International
Cooperation.
Captains of the industry stress
on an urgent need to re-energize
the
2011
Comprehensive
Economic
Partnership
Agreement, or CEPA between
India and Japan.
It seems CEPA was initially
slow in achieving its aims to
enhance
the
economic
relationship between the two
countries. It is designed primarily
to remove tariffs to help boost
bilateral trade, especially in the
segment of industrial goods.
In the medium term, CEPA is

also expected to stimulate exports
of consumer goods against a
backdrop of an ever-growing
Indian middle class. Time has
come for CEPA to begin its
march onward for the medium
term.
“India is a very important
market as well as a partner for
various businesses Japan is keen
to develop,” Takeo Sumino,
Senior Managing Director, Head
of Asia Strategy, Nomura, said in
an interview with fii-news.com.
The Japanese companies are
very
keen
to
establish
manufacturing bases in India and
take
advantage
of
the
subcontinent’s proximity to the
Middle East and African markets.
The Japanese initiative is in line
with the clarion call given by
Indian government, inviting
businessmen from across the
globe to manufacture or ‘Make in
India’.
Many Japanese companies
are now readying themselves to
take this logic forward in the
form of ‘Design in Japan, Make
in India’. India is serious about
this plan and a dedicated cell is
being set up in the Prime
Minister’s Office to deal with
business proposals emanating
from Japan.
Manufacturing skills and
process controls are key strengths
of the Japanese companies. The
‘Make in India’ scheme presents
large opportunities for Japanese
entrepreneurs.
“Not only can Japanese
companies foster the notion of
‘Make in India’, they can also

nurture future talent for the
manufacturing sector in India,”
stressed Sumino.
“Japanese companies are
eager to grow their businesses
outside of their country as the
local demographics will not
enable any significant increase in
domestic demand in the nearterm,” Sumino pointed out.
Japan’s population is ageing and
is on the decline.
The Japanese government and
companies have deep skill-sets,
which can be used to develop
smart cities and hence the Indian
projects are very important for
Japan, said Sumino. It may be
recalled that last year, India’s
central government decided to set
up a series of 100 smart cities
starting with the national capital,
Delhi.
One size doesn’t fit all
The Japanese do not believe
in the maxim, “one size fits all”.
They study markets in every
region very carefully and then
apply their global expertise or
create a local practice which fits
the needs of each country or
market.
Sumino also noted that
airports, highways, high-speed
trains and social infrastructure are
all critical for the future
development of India. “The
experience
of
Japanese
companies in dealing with such
multiple projects in different
environments
globally,
will
enable them to adjust to the local
needs of India.”
Moreover, the Japanese are
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not new to the Indian market. A
decent number of Japanese
industrial mills and automobile
companies have established a
large presence in India. Sumino
cited the example of Yamaha
Motors,
which
has
been
manufacturing two-wheelers in
India for several decades. Suzuki,
Honda and Kawasaki, all have
had joint-ventures with Indian
companies
to
manufacture
automobiles and two-wheelers in
the country.
The size and volume of
Indian projects are critical for
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Japanese businesses. In addition,
investing in social infrastructure
is also important for Japanese
manufacturing companies.
The Japanese have taken into
account the social considerations
and societal needs and given
priority
to
the
feminine
customers. Yamaha Motors took
a conscious decision to employ
more female designers in its
factory in India. The objective is
to provide greater employment
opportunities for women in the
country and better cater to the
large number of women who are
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two-wheeler users. It may be
pertinent to point out here that
two-wheelers are a very popular
mode of travel for women in
towns and cities of India.
“This is one example of a
Japanese company adapting to
local needs,” he said. Automobile
companies, parts suppliers and
industrial mills have a long
history of operating in India, he
highlighted.
Japanese
electronics
companies and suppliers of
electronic parts are expected to
play a major role in the next wave

Nomura to push Indo-Japan M&A activity
Nomura is identifying and studying opportunities for Japanese and Indian companies to
undertake cross country mergers and acquisitions, or M&As. It will also assist in increasing
the participation of Japanese institutional and retail investors in the Indian capital market.
Asset management and infrastructure finance are also potential areas to develop and
nurture between the two countries in the next few years.
Nomura has an investment banking license in India that allows it to :1) facilitate mergers and acquisitions
2) make transactions in equity and debt capital markets
3) undertake equity research, sales and trading
4) make sales in fixed income
Nomura is also a primary dealer and non-banking finance company in India. In July
2009, it took a 35% stake in India’s LIC Mutual Fund.
Nomura started operations in India in 2007. It employs about 100 people at its seafront
office in Worli and another 3,000 in Powai, both eminent townships in India’s commercial
capital, Mumbai. The set-up in Powai supports Nomura’s global operations.
Nomura has been the brain behind some of the landmark deals done in India’s history of
M&As. To name just a few, these include Daiichi Sankyo’s US$5.5 billion acquisition of a
majority stake in Ranbaxy Laboratories in June 2008, the US$2.7 billion merger of Tata
Teleservices’ telecom tower business with Quippo Telecom Infrastructure in January 2009,
and JFE Steel’s US$1 billion acquisition of a 14.99% stake in JSW Steel in July 2010.
Nomura’s transactions in the equity capital markets, or ECM, includes Religare Health
Trust’s US$418 million Singapore IPO in October 2012 in which it was the joint bookrunner
and Essar Energy’s US$2 billion IPO in April 2010, which it co-managed.
In debt capital markets, Nomura was the joint lead manager and bookrunner in Tata
Steel’s US$300 million guaranteed senior bond issuance in 2013 and joint bookrunner in
ETHL Communications’ US$964 million secured bond issuance in 2009.
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of big investments into India.
Given the strength of Japan in
these sectors, both countries stand
to benefit mutually.
Investment
In recent years, Japan’s
foreign direct investment into
India has been consistently rising.
Between April 2000 and March
2014,
Japan’s
cumulative
investment in India was $16.3
billion, accounting for around 8%
of total FDI inflows into the
country during this period,
according to Nomura’s recent
report
“Abenomics
x
Modinomics:
Greater
opportunities for Japan and
India”.
However, India still accounts
for a very small amount of
Japan’s
total
investments
overseas – a paltry 1.2% of
Japan’s total FDI assets at the end
of 2013.
Although the total number of
Japanese overseas subsidiaries
has increased to 23,000, only
1.8% among them were operating
in India, as of end-2012. It goes
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without saying that these levels
are quite low compared with
Japan’s investment portfolio in
China. Nomura estimates that at
the end of 2013, the Chinese
Dragon had an 8.8% share in
Japan’s FDI portfolio and by the
end of 2012, a third of Japan’s
overseas
subsidiaries
were
operating in the country.
This
comparative
gap
between Japan’s country-wise
investments point towards the
growth potential for Japanese
forays in India.
Over the previous decade,
Japanese
foreign
direct
investments have largely focused
on sectors such as drugs &
pharmaceuticals
(28%);
the
automobile
industry
(16%);
services
sector
(15%);
metallurgical industries (9%) and
electrical equipment (4%).
Trade
Indo-Japan bilateral trade
rose steadily at a compounded
annual growth rate of around
15% during the period from 2004
to 2014. Despite this growth, the
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scope for greater bilateral ties
remains immense as Japan
accounts for a miniscule 2% of
India’s total global trade. India
has around 1% share in Japan’s
total trade, according to the
Nomura report.
Japan’s exports to India have
increased rapidly since 2005-06,
mainly due to the rapid growth in
the supply of capital goods
followed by nuclear reactors, iron
& steel products and electrical
and electronic equipment.
On the other hand, refined
petroleum products account for
more than 40% of Indian exports
to Japan. Rest of the exports are
concentrated mostly in the marine
products and gems & jewelry
sectors. India and Japan had a
small trade deficit of $3 billion
last year as Indian imports
exceeds exports to the Japanese
market.
In a nutshell, a lot has been
achieved in recent decades but
much more can be done if a fresh
push is made in Indo-Japanese
relations.
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INVESTMENT
India-China:
Living with Realities of Interdependence
India and China can change
history but not geography. They
have
been
each
other’s
neighbours since the dawn of
civilization and may continue to
remain so till eternity. Their
destinies are intertwined and
their socio-economic progress is
complementary
rather
than
antagonistic.
The two Asian giants will be
each
other’s
suppliers,
customers, competitors and
partners-in-progress as the two
markets of combined 3 billion
people continues to develop
business, accelerate investment
and boost ties in trade and
commerce. More than 36% of
earth’s people reside in India and
China.
“Businessmen from both
countries are working over
strategies on how to best
collaborate with each other in
their respective marketplace
constituting of billions of
people,” says Girija Pande, a
corporate veteran and Chairman
of the Singapore-based Avalon
Consulting.
China undertook its first
major round of economic
reforms in 1978 but the process
is still a work-in-progress. The
emerging superpower continues
to experiment with its own
version of perestroika and yet
another round of major reforms
to restructure the economy is
now in the offing. The focus of
this fresh initiative will be on
domestic
consumer-driven
economy
AND
LOCAL
CONSUMERS. This marks a
tectonic shift from the hitherto

INVESTMENT/export-oriented
manufacturing of goods and
services.
The onset of the Great
Economic Recession, or GER in
2008 across the globe provided
the Chinese mandarins and
apparatchiks with a critical
opportunity for introspection. It
dawned upon them that such
heavy reliance on exports to boost
the local economy is a risky
proposition in the global village.
Export competitiveness and sales
of goods and services overseas is
a doubled edged sword. It gives a
boost to local production and
employment, swelling up the
foreign exchange coffers but
during a global economic
downturn, it also means that if
European Union or North
American powerhouses witness a
slump or start sneezing non-stop,
China is bound to catch a flu with
no end in sight.
“China’s
priorities
are
changing because the global
investment and trade have slowed
down
and
the
cost
uncompetitiveness would reduce
demand for Chinese products in
the global market,” said Pande, a
leading China-expert for more
than three decades.
To consolidate its position as
a global power, the central
government
in
Beijing
is
undertaking major reforms in the
financial sector even as it also
tackles pollution and corruption.
Beijing seeks to address all these
internal challenges on a war
footing as the dynamics of the
domestic
market
are
also
changing with focus shifting from

eastern and coastal regions to the
rest of the country, Pande
observed. The cauldron of two
Chinas is churning.
While China sets about to
boost its local consumption to
tackle slowdown in domestic
growth, it also wants a bigger
share in the global pie.
To sustain its exports and
global presence at a high level,
China would be eyeing its
neighbours where the 500 million
Indian consumer-driven middleclass is by far the largest.
India, as one of the fastest
growing economies in the world,
is becoming increasingly attractive
investment
destination
and
consumer market.
China has massive foreign
exchange reserves to invest in the
other
emerging
economies,
particularly India. This investment
reserve fits well into India’s
scheme of things. Indian requires
close
to
$1
trillion
for
infrastructure
development
including roads, ports, railways,
civil aviation, power and mining.
Pande fervently calls upon the
Indian investors to leverage on
China by devising elaborate
strategies for increasing both,
presence in the Chinese market of
600
middle-class
million
consumers, and collaborating with
them to attract Chinese foreign
direct investment, or FDI in 17
sectors that are critical for the
country’s development.
Advantage or Disadvantage
China?
The manufacturers in China
will be more than keen to relocate
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to India because they are facing
rising costs and shortage of
manpower at home. The lowinterest regime is getting phased
out, the electricity tariffs have
increased and logistics and
productivity no longer carry the
crucial edge that can make a
difference between success and
failure for a business enterprise.
The strengthening Chinese yuan
is also contributing to erosion of
cost competitiveness for local
manufacturers in the global
marketplace.
“The Chinese foreign direct
investment should make a
beginning by setting up at least
six industrial parks in India,”
Pande told fii-news.com.
First things first. “To begin
with, let us start by getting
Chinese businessmen to set up
industrial parks with world class
infrastructure,” he said. This can
be followed up with Chinese
FDI flow through companies,
industries and manufacturing
companies operating out of these
industrial parks, stressed Pande
who has served as President of
Tata Consultancy Services for
Asia Pacific region.
“FDI would be the fastest
way to bridge India’s trade
deficit with China,” Pande said.
Currently Chinese FDI in
India is negligible while the twoway bilateral trade stands at $65
billion and is heavily tilted in
favour of the Dragon. As India
will continue to remain a large
importer of capital goods in the
medium term, its trade deficit
with China is forecast by experts
to increase to $58 billion from
$32 billion during 2013-18. In a
best case scenario, India’s
exports to China will rise to $87
billion by 2017 but still may not
be enough to curtail the
ballooning trade deficit.
For the aforementioned and
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other equally important factors
including
India’s
smaller
manufacturing
base,
China
considers its southern neighbour
as an import and export market.
China and India have set a
target of having a two-way
bilateral trade of $100 billion by
2020. Over the next 10 years,
India will continue to import high
skill technology intensive goods
from China and export raw
materials to its largest neighbour
till Indian manufacturing comes
of age and gets global scale.
For several years now, India
and China have been negotiating
about the development of tourist
trade but not much has moved on
the ground. At present, 100
million Chinese trot the globe
annually and millions among
them have interest in Buddhism
but only a fraction among them
find their way to India, the
neighbour next door. India, with
its strong cultural and heritage
links, has yet to develop the
Buddhist circuit though eons have
passed since it was first
envisaged. A three-pronged road,
rail and air link connecting
India’s Buddhist sites with
metropolitan cities such as Delhi
and Mumbai can give a decisive
push to Chinese tourist inflow
into India.
Aggressive
but
healthy
competition
India should aggressively
compete with China, among
others, in the sectors of
information technology, auto
component manufacturing, media
and entertainment and tourism.
“India should give the
Chinese companies fast track
approval in domestic projects and
likewise seek reciprocity for its
businesses in China,” he stressed.
The Indian industry will have to
make some important investments
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of its own in the medium-term,
commit resources and coordinate
with the central government to
induce China and its entrepreneurs
to loosen their purse strings.
India is striving to increase its
economic investments, trade and
geopolitical presence in Southeast
and North Asia including China
through its ‘Look East Policy’,
which the current government at
the centre has tweaked to ‘Act
East’.
During the next decade or two,
India will focus on investing in
infrastructure and manufacturing
in a big way while China will pour
its financial resources heavily in
the services sector because they
have a large consumer market,
said Pande who has co-authored a
book on “The Silk Road
Rediscovered”, which covers
growing ties between India and
China.
The general perception is that
India is a back office and China is
a manufacturing hub. “We, as
businessmen, believe that there
will be convergence as India will
become a leading manufacturer
and invest in infrastructure while
China will invest and grow in
services,” Pande said elaborating
on his medium-term bilateral
outlook.
There are over 100 Chinese
companies in India and 165 Indian
companies in China. These
numbers are set to increase. Direct
cross
border
mergers
or
acquisitions of Indian and Chinese
companies will soon become a
reality. Often these may happen
via third country route. India’s
business
conglomerate
Tata
Motors entered China through its
acquisition of Jaguar Landrover
which had a Chinese subsidiary.
Likewise, China’s Lenovo is
tapping the Indian market through
purchase of IBM PC subsidiary.
Chances are that the next cross
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border acquisition by a company
from either side of the border
would have a major subsidiary
and operations in the Indian or
Chinese markets.
The Chinese are working
doubly hard to create global
brands, which they can call their
own with indigenous roots and
they want to take the next vital
step in the international business
race. They no longer want to be
known as the assembling hub
and supplier of ancillaries and
components for European and
North American companies.
Alibaba, Lenovo, Huwavei and
Xiaomi are currently rated
among the handful of Chinese
international brands with a
global reputation but many more
may join the list soon.
India can help the Chinese
realize this dream. India is
known for two of the bestknown brands in human resource
development in the world, the
Indian Institutes of Management,
or IIMs and Indian Institutes of
Technology, or IITs. In turn,
alumni of these institutes have
contributed in building corporate
brands. China can draw upon
India’s expertize in global
management practices, brand
building, brand management and
skills’ inculcation in human
resources.
Thorns at the border fence
For such knowledge sharing
and exchange to happen, India’s
central and states’ governments
will also have to sort out security
related issues, often touted as
hypersensitive due to the bitter
memories of the war in the
autumn of 1962.
Leaders of both countries
have agreed to resolve the thorny
border
issues
through
negotiations but parleys are
going on at a snail’s pace and are
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tinged with Indian apprehensions
over China’s motives with
frequent incursions by its military
troops on the ground.
As an emerging superpower,
Beijing has a tremendous
responsibility on its shoulders to
maintain global peace but its
armed forces frequently get
involved in power posturing and
geopolitical brinkmanship. The
Chinese are more aggressive in
the South China Sea and in East
China Sea than elsewhere. China
has often remarked that Indian
Ocean is not India’s Ocean but all
efforts to remind and convince
them that South China Sea is not
China’s Sea have so far been in
vain.
Nevertheless, Pande is an
eternal optimist. “Strategically,
Indo-China ties are on the
upswing,” he observed. Broadly
speaking, in this century, IndoChina ties will be among the top
10 relationships in the world.
He points out that the Chinese
and Indian leaders are working
together and coordination on
multiple
multilateral
fronts
including global governance,
environmental
sustainability,
countering
and
preventing
terrorism, creation of Asian
Infrastructure Bank and a BRICS
Bank for Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa.
“Despite several irritants
India and China are both on the
same page internationally – be it
in the climate change fora, World
Bank and on many policies
formulated in the United Nations
re global governance,” Pande
said.
Despite
the
lingering
differences over border issues, the
silver lining is that Indo-China
Line of Actual Control, or LAC is
one of the most peaceful disputed
borders globally, with perhaps not
a single bullet fired since 1975.
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In a nutshell, both countries
can’t do without each other and
the best option for them is to shrug
off the historical baggage and
instead change the fortunes of the
billions of their citizens for the
better through multi-pronged
cooperation. The two giants need
to be aggressive not at the national
border but the marketplace. This
will require a radical change in
mindset amongst policy planners
and more importantly its business
leaders.
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INVESTMENT
Indo-Europe Files: Deutsche Boerse to bring
India closer to global capital markets
By Gurdip Singh
Global exchange and capital
markets operator, Deutsche
Boerse (DB1), is deepening its
relationship with the Bombay
Stock Exchange to further
develop technology and products
for both, the Indian financial
markets and overseas.
DB1 and its subsidiaries,
Eurex as well as STOXX, are all
focused on India because of the
“huge upside potential of the
financial and capital markets in
the country,” Javier Tordable,
the London-based Senior Vice
President
at
DB1
told
fii.news.com.
BSE in 2014 completed the
overhaul
of
its
trading
infrastructure based on Deutsche
Boerse’s T7 trading technology.
Through this new trading
system, BSE traders and brokers
use one of the most advanced
trading systems of the world.
The T7 platform, which went
live on November 28, 2013, has
upgraded BSE’s trading system
in line with the global standards
and become ten time faster than
any other Indian exchange as
part of the technology know-how
sharing alliance with Eurex.
The
DB1
Zurich-based
index-daughter STOXX Ltd
plans to structure an Indian
specific product in the coming
years as a follow up response to
the interest of Indian businesses
in DAX, EuroStoxx50 and the
Swiss Market Index.
An option being explored is
the “Indian minimum variance”
type of index, Shirley Low,
Head of Sales, Asia Pacific and

Managing Director at STOXX
Ltd., said.
STOXX will soon appoint a
senior executive to market its
products in India and Australia.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s mantra for a change in
attitude and mindset from “red
tape to red carpet”, which he
elaborated upon and explained to
entrepreneurs during a visit to
Japan, has given a tremendous
boost to the confidence of
transnational companies such as
the Deutsche Boerse.
“The sentiment of the
investors has turned bullish on the
positive approach adopted by the
Indian Prime Minister,” said
Tordable who is also the Group’s
Global Executive for India and
handles the BSE partnership and
international market development.
DB1 and BSE have jointly
devised
multiple
market
strategies. DB1 has a long-term
commitment towards the Indian
financial markets in general and
BSE in particular, said Tordable.
DB1 acquired a 5% stake in BSE
in 2007.
Global
financial
experts
expect 15% to 20% of the Indian
population of 1.2 billion to trade
in the local capital markets in the
coming years, a substantial
increase from the nominal 2% at
present.
Since April 2014, the DB1
Group has been promoting BSE
by disseminating its real time data
price globally. “We are using our
global network of sales teams to
also
promote
our
BSE
partnership,” Tordable said.
“This illustrates that our

cooperation goes beyond the 5%
per cent stake in the 150-year old
exchange,” he said, underlining
his group’s approach towards the
Indian market.
With the regulatory framework
definitely set to liberalize further
in the coming years, BSE is
becoming one of the most
attractive bourses, offering stocks
and shares of companies operating
in the world’s most promising
economy.
Also, the Indian exchanges are
also on the lookout to invest in
international exchanges, according
to Tordable.
Demand for foreign portfolio
investments is expected to rise in
the coming years as Indian
companies
expand
their
participation in international stock,
shares,
commodities
and
structured product markets, he
believes.
“DB1 wants to assist Indiabased investors in understanding
international
and
European
products as there is a massive
scope of generating business from
India and into India,” ads Markus
Georgi, Senior Vice President and
Head of Representative Office in
Eurex’s Hong Kong office
overseeing markets in Asia and
the Middle East.
Some of the programs being
run include training Indian talents
through tie-ups with institutions
such as S.P. Jain Institute of
Management and Research.
Eurex has also collaborated
with international schools to
educate university students in all
aspects of the international capital
markets and globally traded
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financial products. The DB1
group is very serious in its
efforts to nurture those with an
interest in and talent for
participating in the derivatives
market activities. For this
purpose it is eyeing the big pool
of university students that are
graduating year after year.
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Eurex and S.P. Jain Institute
have set up a simulation trading
laboratory in Mumbai. Eurex
provides real time data for testing
and also supports the lab
financially.
The S.P. Jain Institute backs
the DB1 group’s ongoing
seminars and training sessions
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which are held regularly across
major Indian cities to build a solid
base or pool of efficient traders for
the financial markets.

DB1-BSE Cooperation – Highlights
Deutsche Börse is supporting sales and marketing for all BSE market data
products to customers outside India, while the Indian exchange continues to
serve its domestic clients. Under a cooperation agreement signed in April
2014, Deutsche Börse and BSE also share joint responsibility for technology
and product development and innovation, which includes expanding the
reach of its existing line of products and the creation of new market data
solutions and infrastructure to support BSE’s product offerings.
Products covered under the cooperation agreement include real-time,
delayed and end-of-the-day closing and settlement data for BSE’s Equity
and Derivatives markets, corporate data such as Results, Announcements,
Shareholding Patterns and Corporate Actions as well as Real-time and
Delayed Indices.
This market data agreement also further strengthens the cooperation between
Deutsche Börse and BSE. In March 2013, the two exchanges formed a longterm technology partnership in which BSE will deploy Deutsche Börse
Group’s trading infrastructure.
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PROJECTS
Meinhardt to hire engineers, acquire
companies in India
By Gurdip Singh
Singapore-based
Meinhardt Group International
has assumed critical importance
in
India’s
massive
scale
development
and
building
engineering capacities. The
company plans to not only take
up new projects in India but as a
logical corollary, add more
personnel
to
its
skilled
manpower as it is one of the
fastest growing markets for
Meinhardt – both in terms of
project value and engineering
capacity.
The engineering group,
which takes up turnkey projects
globally, plans to add more than
150 engineers and professionals
by setting up three new offices in
India over the next 12-18
months. It currently, employs
over 300 people in its head office
and design centre in Delhi and
offices in Gurgaon and Chennai.
In term of value of projects,
Meinhardt is growing by a
significant 20% annually in
India, with contracts worth $1
billion in various stages of
implementation as of end-2014.
The group employs more than
3,800
engineers
and
professionals in its 40 offices
across the world, managing $20
billion worth of projects
annually. The group clocks an
average growth of 15%-20%
annually in terms of value of its
projects worldwide.
Group Chief Executive
Officer, Omar Shahzad, is
bullish on India’s growth story,
citing the potential uptick in the
economy and also on exporting

Indian expertise in engineering
from Meinhardt’s offices in India.
In an interview with fiinews.com, Omar said “Our
engineers in India are also
designing overseas projects,”
citing parts of the Muscat
International
Airport
was
designed by Meinhardt engineers
in India. “We will be setting up
three more design centres in India
and add over 150 engineers and
professionals over the next 12-18
months,” he added.
Looking for acquisitions
In addition to this organic
growth in engineering capacity,
Meinhardt is also on the look out
to acquire more engineering
companies, which are up to its
standards. In 2011, it acquired
EiGEN Technical Services in
Gurgaon.
According to Omar, “We
are in discussions for potential
acquisitions and see it as one of
the ways to expand the group,”
pointing out that this growth is
aimed at not only the Indian
market but also for exporting
Indian expertise as India has a
talented pool of engineers though
demand for experienced engineers
exceeds supply.
Projects in India
Among its growing number
of projects in India is the
construction of the 182 meter
high statue of Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel on Sadhu Island, facing the
Narmada
Dam
and
when
completed, it will be world’s
tallest statue.
Meinhardt is undertaking a
wide range of engineering
services for the government of

Gujarat state for this iconic
project. The mega development
includes a bridge connecting
Sadhu Island to mainland, a 3.5
km highway connecting Sadhu
Island to Kevadia town, a highend hotel, convention Centre,
memorial garden and a visitor
centre building. Another landmark
project under the group’s belt is
Oberoi Realty’s development of
1.7 million square feet of
commercial, hotel and residential
space. Meinhardt’s offices in India
and Singapore are designing the
façade, mechanical, electrical and
pumping systems for buildings
coming up to the north of
Mumbai’s city centre. The mixed
use development in Worli consists
of a 52-storey tower for residential
and a 69-storey tower for offices
and a hotel.
Omar
cited
these
developments as two major ones
among the growing list of
Meinhardt’s
Indian
projects
covering
infrastructure,
environment, green-building and
water facilities. The projects are
being undertaken by the central
and state governments as well as
private sector including real estate
developers. He observed that
“India’s real estate sector is
focusing on providing world class
accommodation to the ever
increasing middle class and
affluent society as well as nonresident Indians who have interest
in investing in property assets as
well as setting up their own
residential units back home.”
This underlines the huge
potential of Indian market, though
tapping
it
also
implies
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cumbersome unwrapping of the
bureaucratic red-tape. Meinhardt
remains unfazed as according to
Omar, projects take time to
realize and contracts are
negotiated over time. “Such
procedures
are
common
everywhere in the world and
might be perceived even slower
in India due to the specific rules
for processing of applications,
permits and approvals,” he
pointed out.
Omar exuded confidence
that pro-business policies of the
current National Democratic
Alliance or NDA government
will accelerate development in
the country and encourage more
foreign investment including
from Singapore companies over
the next few years. Given India’s
massive plans for development,
more and more large scale
projects are being designed and
implemented in the coming
years, he stressed “These
projects will help scale up our
engineering expertise and local
capacity with multi-skill and
multi-point abilities to engineer
varied initiatives of developers.”
Post 2013 disaster in State
of Uttarakhand, Meinhardt have
been
commissioned
for
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restoration and reconstruction of
road
networks,
utility
infrastructure and tourist places
across
the
states
wherein
Meinhardt
are
providing
comprehensive
consultancy
entailing
Master
Planning,
Architecture, Multi-disciplinary
Engineering, Project Management
including Bid Process and Site
Supervision.
Developing human resources
Meinhardt is also serving
the
global
engineering
community. It has an annual
programme for training engineers
right from the time they come out
of school. “We take in up to 50
fresh graduates in engineering
from China annually to help build
their capacity for handling
international scale projects,”
Omar said, adding “We call them
home grown engineers. We do the
same in Singapore and almost
every market we operate in as we
have identified talent renewal and
succession planning as a critical
component of our long-term
business sustainability”.
Meinhardt
is
also
facilitating
where
possible,
Singapore companies especially
small and medium enterprises to
assist them in their ambition of
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getting
a
global
footprint.
According to Omar “We are
encouraging Singapore companies
including SMEs with relevant
experience to participate in our
projects in India. We find Indian
clients generally have high regard
for Singapore based companies
and a way to fly the Singapore flag
when possible.”
He highlighted the Indian
government’s
invitation
to
Singapore’s
entrepreneurs
to
invest in setting up of 100 smart
cities. Singapore has also taken up
projects to help Indian state
Andhra Pradesh to build a new
capital. The need for a new capital
arose after the state of Telengana
was carved out that includes the
existing capital, Hyderabad.
Separately,
Government
Investment
Corporation
of
Singapore is also investing in real
estate projects in India, which also
presents
opportunities
for
Meinhardt.
Omar
concludes
“Going forward, Meinhardt will
be more busier than ever in India
as the economy picks up whilst
dovetailing its design centres in
the country to become the Group’s
global engineering hub.”
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INVESTMENT
Singapore eyes India to up investment,
expand business: IE Director
By Gurdip Singh
India’s Open Door Economic
Policy has evoked a tremendous
response from Singaporean
companies, some of which are
venturing as wholly-owned
subsidiaries and others through
branch offices, marketing or
liaising arms into the country,
according to Benjamin Yap,
Group Director for South Asia
Group at International Enterprise
Singapore, or IE Singapore.
Yap
spearheads
IE
Singapore’s activities in India
through an office each in New
Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai, as
part of a massive effort to
internationalize
Singapore
businesses.
There is place for businesses
of all sizes in the Great India
Consumer Bazaar, ranging from
multi-national conglomerates to
small and medium enterprises,
and particularly for those who
are specializing in niche
activities.
An
estimated
200
Singaporean companies are
operating in India on various
projects and businesses. These
include
Hyflux
Group,
Meinhardt and Keppel Corp.
Singapore is developing a
master plan for the new capital
city in the southern Indian state
of Andhra Pradesh. The new city
will come up in the GunturVijayawada region and will
entail investments of more than
S$20 billion. Representatives of
the Centre for Liveable Cities
and Singapore IE were recently
in India to work on the project.
Even sky is not the limit, says

Yap of the potential of Indian
markets but he is quick to add that
most of the opportunities have not
been well presented to global
investors.
As prospects of doing business
in India turn even brighter, many
of the Singaporean companies are
eyeing the Asian giant’s food and
furniture industries. There are big
opportunities
in
food
manufacturing and exports as
well as packaging among others.
There is an aspirational middle
class in India looking for a variety
of choice in terms of furnishing
options and accessories. “We
have some capabilities in this
sector,” he added.
Building and enhancement of
skills is another area, where
Singapore can partner with India.
There is no need for technology
transfer from Singapore as India
already has an expertise in
engineering. The Information Age
has enabled access to all
technological knowledge while
there can be transfer and
exchange of skills, said Yap.
According to experts, Indians
have taken up school education in
a big way but in majority of the
cases this has not led to imparting
of job oriented skills to them.
India now has a large population
of graduates, which don’t have
sufficient skills that can land them
a job. Graduates account for
almost 20% of India’s unskilled
labor population, estimates show.
Only 2% of Indian workers are
professionally trained. For large
projects to succeed in India, the
country needs requisite skills,
structured project management

and techniques, which Singapore
can provide.
Singapore’s structured way of
doing project management can be
adopted in Indian projects as well
that can ensure their timely
implementation.
Knowledge
transfer will be a two-way street
between Singapore and India, he
said.
India has tremendous expertise,
especially in the field of applied
sciences and engineering. Yap
applauds the success of India’s
Mars Mission, an indigenous feat
in space science achieved in
double quick time at a fraction of
the cost of similar efforts made
elsewhere in the world.
The Mars Orbiter Mission,
Mangalyaan
or
Mars-craft,
successfully entered Mars’ orbit
on September 24, 2014, in its first
attempt.
India is moving ahead at a
frantic pace in other sectors as
well.
Mr
Yap
outlined
IE
Singapore’s market plans for India
in the coming year and the years
ahead, saying “we would like to
compliment
the
central
government’s initiatives.
The initiatives taken by the
new Indian government led by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
have increased the entrepreneurs’
interest in India.
These initiatives include the
Clean India Program, setting up of
100 Smart Cities, the Digital India
project and equally important the
Make in India plan under which
investors from all over the globe
are being invited to set up their
manufacturing units in India, says
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Mr Yap who leads IE
Singapore’s missions in India
scouting
businesses
for
Singapore-based companies.
“Sell your products anywhere
in the world, but make them in
India,” Mr Modi roared during in
his first Independence Day
address from the ramparts of the
Red Fort on August 15.
Investors are now relooking
at their proposals and projects
for developing businesses with
India in a constructive and
positive manner, Mr Yap said.
Mr Yap believes Singapore’s
investment in Indian engineering
services
would
be
most
lucrative, given its large pool of
engineers with capacity to
handle both domestic and global
projects.
Experts have time and again
pointed out at the shortfall of
engineers and skilled workers in
India but Mr Yap remains
optimistic.
India is also a wellestablished exporter of services
including cutting-edge software,
intellectual
property
and
engineering techniques, he said.
OPTIMISM
WITH
CAUTION
“Analyzing
international
business community response to
India’s initiatives, especially in
the last year alone, we see an
increasing level of interest and
seriousness now.”
IE Singapore is looking at
three specific sectors to boost
investment in India. Tapping
consumerism
linked
to
aspirational needs and goals of
both rural and urban India is one
of them.
Another is the focus on
technology via the Digital India
initiative, particularly expansion
of e-governance and capacity
building. To facilitate e-
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governance, India has launched a
project to provide a unique
identity number to each citizen of
the country, under the Aadhaar
Card Project. In Singapore, both
citizens and foreigners already
have a unique identity card and its
expertize will come in useful if
inputs are taken for the Aadhaar
Card Project.
Finally there is the vital area
of developing infrastructure to
address the need for urban growth
and management – water, energy,
waste
and
integration
of
governance policy and planning
for the development of 100 smart
cities.
The smart cities project has
brought into sharp focus India’s
ongoing phenomenal pace of
urbanization. At the time of
Independence, more than half of
the country’s GDP comprised of
agriculture, now it is less than
15%. Close two 2,800 new towns
have been carved out of villages
in the previous decade alone.
Rural land is increasingly being
brought under the nearest
municipality and thus given urban
status. As existing towns and
cities expand and new ones come
up, real estate projects are
expanding in a big way across the
length and breadth of India. These
projects have to be developed
‘smartly’ to avoid any haphazard
development.
“We can offer assistance and
partnership in sharing our best
practices across these areas.”
He noted that the efficiency
related challenges in some of the
sectors and suggested that Indian
way of frugal innovating or
“juggaad”, the local term for
trying to adapt to the market
environment, is a favorable
feature.
Yap also observed that
Singapore companies are cautious
when venturing into India, due to
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the different ways of operating
businesses there.
“These companies are also
selective in forming partnerships.
Most
of
the
Singaporean
companies are still in their infancy
or nascent stage of establishing
business in India.”
The trend is starting to
somewhat change now and
Singapore-based companies would
have to soon develop a base load
in India, he points out. Yap wants
them to re-think about the Indian
market, pointing out that Indian
economy is not about multinational corporations alone but
also for SMEs and those with
niche products.
“Executives of some of these
companies have evinced interest to
visit India and have started
looking at opportunities, which is
indicative of the changing
sentiment.”
Singapore’s Landmark Projects
in India
Singapore’s Changi Airport
International,
or
CAI
has
increased its stake in Bengal
Aerotropolis Projects Ltd, or
BAPL to 32.2% in August 2014
from 26% held since 2009 when
the project began. The Durgapur
project is one of the major
investments by a Singapore
government-linked business group
in India.
BAPL and CAI have also
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding in August 2014 to
explore the setting up of an
aviation training academy in West
Bengal.
Singapore’s
ITE
Education Services, a subsidiary
of
Institute
of
Technical
Education, will be a key training
partner of CAI.
PSA International has signed a
30-year concession deal to
develop and operate a container
port near Mumbai on the India’s
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west coast.
Bharat Mumbai Container
Terminals Private Limited or
BMCT,
a
wholly-owned
subsidiary of PSA Bharat
Investments Pte Ltd and a
subsidiary of PSA International,
signed a concession deal with
Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust, or
JNPT on May 6, 2014. It would
develop the JNPT’s fourth
container terminal on a design,
build, operate, finance and
transfer basis in Mumbai over a
period of 30 years.
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Located at India’s largest and
premier container gateway port,
BMCT will have berths with a
depth of 16.5 metres, the deepest
in JN Port. BMCT will be
equipped
with
the
latest
technology and equipment to
serve important industrial and
manufacturing centres and cities
in India’s largest hinterland.
BMCT is well-connected by
major highways and rail networks
to key markets in India’s fastgrowing economy.
When
BMCT
is
fully
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completed, it will have a quay
length of 2,000 metres with a
design capacity of 4.8 million
TEUs per annum.
PSA will work along with
JNPT to develop this very
important terminal for catering to
the increasing demand for
container handling capacity, and
facilitate maritime trade in India,
said Tan Chong Meng, Group
CEO, PSA International.

This newsletter is available on our website.
Visit http://www.fii-news.com
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INVESTMENT
India-Australia relations:
What’s Up Down Under?
By Vineet Aggarwal, President
of The Queensland Associated
Chambers of Commerce &
Industry of India.
When the young and debonair
Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv
Gandhi visited Australia in 1986,
little did we know that it will
take 28 years for another head of
government from India to go
Down Under. To just give an
idea of the time that has passed,
a new Indian generation has
been born, grown up and now
ready for the university during
the
interregnum
between
Gandhi’s tour of Australia and
the sojourn this year of
incumbent
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi.
To be sure, relations between
countries aren’t just made on the
basis of state level visits and
bilateral summits. Away from
the limelight, solid groundwork
has been done in recent years for
accelerating trade between India
and Australia. Regardless of
high level meetings, the relations
between India and Australia
have been growing from strength
to strength.
One proof of this was evident
when during the New Delhi visit
of Australia’s Prime Minister,
Tony Abbott, an agreement was
signed to supply uranium to
India for utilization in the
nuclear power plants. This has
opened
up
immense
opportunities for India to benefit
from Australia’s clean and
renewable energy technology.
Talks towards the Civil
Nuclear
Co-operation
Agreement began about two

years ago after Australia lifted a
long-standing ban on selling
uranium to energy hungry India.
India will become the first
country to buy Australian
uranium
without
being
a
signatory to the nuclear nonproliferation treaty, which shows
the high level of trust in the
bilateral relationship.
India’s nuclear journey still
has a long way to go. India
operates only 20 small nuclear
reactors at six places with a
combined capacity of 4,780 MW,
that is equivalent to only two
percent of its current power
generation capacity, according to
government
data.
The
government aims to increase its
nuclear capacity to 63,000 MW
by 2032 by adding nearly 30
reactors at an estimated cost of
US$85 billion.
However, the Indo-Australia
relationship isn’t about strategic
issues such as nuclear power
alone. Australia entrepreneurs are
eyeing India for setting up a wide
range of businesses.
Food processing is a growing
industry in India and there are a
number of opportunities in this
industry for the Australian
companies. We are always
looking for the investors to take
things up to the next level where
the business interests are aligned.
We are confident that soon we
would create food chains that will
give a tough competition to
American businesses like Pizza
Hut, Dominos, Starbucks among
others.
With the Prime Minister
Modi’s campaign on “Make in

India” picking up momentum, we
are working with a nutritional and
healthcare product maker to set up
their manufacturing unit in India
and develop it as a hub to export
to their clients in US and
European markets.
Education is another sector
where we have seen many
opportunities in the two countries.
Australian education standards
have consistently been very high
and they compete effectively with
the best institutions in the world.
Over a number of years, the
processes and methods have been
developed by the training system
in Australia that ensure that
candidate comes out not only as a
qualified individual but also jobready. Australia has attained high
levels of skills in areas such as
building, construction, health and
safety. There is a ready demand
for such know-how in India. This
will ensure that workers and
managers
become
prepared
technically and professionally to
develop a modern India with a
vision of villages, towns and cities
that have basic civic amenities and
make progress in every sphere as
a part of the larger national whole.
Setting up of the DelhiMumbai Industrial Corridor, or
DMIC, a mega US$90 billion
infrastructure project is in full
swing. Establishing 100 mega or
smart cities, is another massive
project
initiated
by
the
government of India. With the
initiatives on DMIC and ‘smart
cities’ projects, realization has
dawned that there is an imminent
shortage of skilled workers for
construction and infrastructure.
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Government estimates show a
requirement of 500 million
skilled
workers
in
the
infrastructure sector. According
to a recent study, there is more
than 50% shortfall in this
category. Construction requires
civil, mechanical and electrical
engineers while most youth are
keen on software, creating a
huge
shortage
of
skilled
manpower in critical sectors.
Australian
Vocational
Education and Training, or VET
institutes can help fill this gap in
India’s infrastructure sector and
are pursuing it as an opportunity.
There was never a better time for
them to enter India.
The VET sector is crucial to
the Australian economy; both for
the development of the national
workforce and as a major export
industry. Training packages are
developed by Sector Skills
Councils, or SSCs to meet the
training needs of an industry, or
a group of industries.
Training packages do not
suggest how a learner should be
trained, rather, they specify the
skills and knowledge required to
perform effectively in the
workplace. This approach can
work well in satiating the
infrastructure hunger of India.
Australian businesses have
been able to create a knowledge
base of best practices in various
areas – ranging from food
processing to wool making, from
gold, coal and iron-ore mining to
silo manufacturing for grains
storage – after sustained
measures of development and
then retaining the know-how for
further enhancement of skills.
Australian
companies
are
focused
on
manufacturing
quality products and do not rely
on
cheap
cost
reduction
measures or in cutting corners.
India, with its massive
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consumer base and rising
incomes, is a natural market for
Australian high-end products.
India’s fast expanding middle
class is willing to spend their
money on the premium and
quality
products,
which
Australian
businesses
have
demonstrated
through
their
extraordinary
ability
to
manufacture.
Our company also plans to
help export Australian renewable
energy technology to India. The
technology is already running
successfully in UK, Australia,
Germany and Singapore. We are
also assisting an Australian
information technology company
specializing in paper digitization
and automation, who is looking
for distribution partners. Other
potential sectors for bilateral trade
and business growth are wine and
agriculture exports to India, sports
technology
and
further
accelerating Indian investment in
Australian mines.
Business and investment is not
a one way traffic. There are many
Indian companies who are also
keen to invest in Australian
businesses and help them
penetrate at the pan-India level.
Similarly, there is no dearth of
investors
looking
for
opportunities to manufacture
profitable Australian brands in
India.
During his special parliament
session address in Canberra, PM
Modi mentioned that, around 25%
of India’s population has either no
or very limited access to
electricity. It is true that nuclear
power can help meet demand for
electricity over the next several
decades with expansion of
existing projects and setting up
new ones. However, until that
happens, coal will continue to be
the main feedstock for India’s
power generation. Two-thirds of
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India’s power stations are fired by
coal, and recent data showed that
half of them are down to a week’s
stock. Australia can help India
come out of this quagmire.
India’s domestic coal output
was badly affected in recent years
due to legal controversies over the
procedure adopted in allocation of
licenses. In what can be a
pathbreaking deal in IndoAustralia
business
relations,
recently, the Adani group’s
proposed plan to build a $7 billion
coal mine was cleared by
Australia’s Queensland state,
which also announced a major
investment in rail infrastructure to
support the Indian conglomerate’s
mega project.
Queensland State is expected to
pick up a “substantial stake” to
fund the port and rail road
initiatives to evacuate coal from
the Galilee basin as part of the
project. Australia, in view of its
small population, depends on
exporting resources to fuel its
economy and India with its rising
population needs these resources.
It’s a win-win relationship.
The investment comes at a time
when global mining giants
Glencore
and
BHP
have
abandoned greenfield coal projects
due to a sharp fall in coal prices
but this hasn’t deterred the Adanis.
The Adani Group is an integrated
energy conglomerate, with ports,
ships, rail road and power plants
and guaranteed supply of raw
materials such as coal is critical
for them.
Adani acquired the coal asset
for A$3 billion in cash and
royalties from Linc Energy Ltd.,
making it the largest purchase by
an Indian company in Australia.
The project will employ 5,000
people during construction and
production. The company is
targeting its first coal output
anytime now and production
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between 50 million and 60
million tons by 2022. At this
annual run rate, the mine can
keep producing coal for more
than 100 years.
Whether it is nuclear power,
or
coal-fired
electricity
generation, Australia will play
an important role for years to
come in India’s quest for giving
each one of its citizens, the
access to this vital resource.
Besides power, India urgently
needs
to
unleash
an
infrastructure
revolution.
Construction
and
storage
infrastructure are key sectors
where the two countries can
work in tandem.
Successive years of normal
monsoon rains have resulted in a
major expansion in India’s food
grain stocks. These grains stocks
are in urgent need of proper
maintenance and management to
prevent them from rotting.
Despite an initiative taken 15
years ago to build state-of-the art
grain silos in India, things
haven’t moved even an inch yet
on that front. Rice and wheat is
still being stored in brick-andmortar godowns, walls of many
among which get damp during
the rainy season. Even these
godowns are now overflowing
and due to lack of space, grains
are stored on wooden plinths,
which are then covered with
black plastic sheets. It is here
that Australia’s role comes into
play. Australia, one of the
world’s largest exporters of
wheat can share its expertise in
building the much needed grain
silos in India. Australian
cooperatives such as the CBH
Group have a proven track
record in procuring, storing,
distributing and exporting grains
and India with its huge stockpile
can
benefit
from
their
experience.
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Recent G20 summit in
Brisbane (Australia’s new world
city) and PM Modi’s visit to
Australia has certainly opened
new doors for India Australia
relationship besides Cricket and
Commonwealth. It’s now up to
the business players on both
sides to take some international
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flights, imbibe into the foreign
cultures and get most runs on the
board during these powerplay
overs.
(Aggarwal, an AustralianIndian, founded Cerule Consulting
to assist Australian companies do
business in India.)

A new compilation of essays by Gurdip Singh and Sameer C
Mohindru has for the first time brought together under a
single umbrella some of the leading minds in the world of
academics and business who have followed the India story
closely through various trials and tribulations for decades.
Paperback and eBook versions are available at
http://www.indianeconomybook.com
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LETTERS
India’s favorites dominate East African
markets
A Letter from Dar Es Salaam
Trade between India and
Africa has a long and
distinguished history. It goes
back thousands of years to the
days when Indian traders, using
the seasonal monsoon winds,
sailed to the East coast of Africa
in search of mangrove poles,
elephant tusks, and gold and
gemstones that made their way
up from what is now Zimbabwe.
India has an easy going
relationship with resource-rich
East Africa, and is a major
source of medical supplies and
inexpensive
products
and
materials,
writes
Saurabh
Kumar, Managing Partner of
SK Attorneys.
An increasing number of
Indian businesses have done well
in the region, especially led by
Airtel Group, Hero Honda, Tata
Group, Mahindra Group and
State owned Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation Limited (ONGC)
are some of the leading India
companies actively involved in
East Africa. Africa is emerging
hub for resources with leading
world powers eyeing the
continent for its abundant oil and
natural resources. India has two
reasons to take an interest in
Africa – it’s deeply concerned
about China’s forays into the
continent’s
strategic
and
economic space, and it’s also
mindful that it requires the
support of its 54 nations if it is to
realize its ambitions to become a
permanent member of the U.N.
Security Council. India is a
latecomer in Africa, but as a
demonstration of its pro-active

engagement with the continent,
the government announced midJanuary 2015 that its trade target
with the continent has now been
revised upwards to US$100
billion by this year (2015), up
from the previous target of US$70
billion.
India’s Trade with the African
Region notched US$ 38.96Billion
in the year 2009-10(DGCI&S
provisional figures) constituting
8.37% share in India’s total trade.
Trade with the region has grown
at a CAGR of 18.10% from US$
4.48 Billion in 1996-97.
India is Africa’s fourth-largest
trading partner behind the EU,
China and the US, and a
significant investor across the
continent. Bilateral trade hit US
$57 billion in 2011, and is
targeted to reach US$100 billion
by 2015. At present, India
accounts for 5.8% of Africa’s
trade. While still small compared
with Africa’s traditional partners
(Europe’s trade with Africa
exceeded US$300 billion in 2011)
the pace of growth in Africa-India
trade and investment over the past
decade is rivaled only by ChinaAfrica trade. India’s investments
in Africa have largely been driven
by state-supported private sector
companies.
Cumulative
investment exceeds US$35 billion
(compared with more than US$70
billion from China), primarily in
agriculture,
oil,
and
telecommunications. Given the
sectors India is investing in, there
is
significant
potential
development impact for African
countries. The majority of the
African population is involved in

agriculture; new oil finds could
drive economic growth for several
African countries; and Africa has
the
world’s
second-fastestgrowing mobile telephone market.
It is quite common for East
African nationals to travel to India
for medical treatment and higher
education
including
short
professional
legal
and
management
courses
more
particularly
in
Pune
and
Bangalore.
Africa, known as a virgin
continent, remains an attractive
destination for Indian investments.
The region has abundance oil and
gas resources and booming gross
domestic
product,
averaging
growth at 6.57 per cent on annual
basis.
The Chinese President Xi
Jinping
March
2013
visit
emphasized Beijing's growing
presence and influence in African
continent. Then the July 2013 visit
by US President Barrack Obama
further showed the vested interest
of biggest economic power in East
Africa on world map underscore
the importance of the regional
economies to the world.
However, there are some
challenges as well in doing
business in East Africa. Indian
investors as well as others feel that
East Africa, led by Tanzania,
needs to restructure its laws and
regulations to support foreign
investments.
Most of Indian investment into
Africa is through Dubai and
Mauritius, side stepping some of
the regulatory limits in their home
turfs and trying to benefit from
favourable African treaties with
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other nations.
Indian government should
take initiatives to support Indian
investors on government-togovernment level. The Canadian
and Chinese governments have
some G-to-G reach with
Tanzania and other East African
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nations. This helps the Canadians
and Chinese businesses to
manage through the legally
inefficient Africa regimes and
systems and safeguards their
investments in region.
But overall understanding is
that East Africa would provide
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Indian investors bigger investment
opportunities and become major
markets for Indian products and
services.

